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   The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is one of the classical theoretical models 
in modern financial economics, but recent empirical evidence of the capital asset 
pricing model is disappointing, that is, the capital asset pricing model fails to explain 
the cross-sectional variation of asset expected returns. This may due to many reasons. 
One crucial reason is that its static specification fails to take into account the effects of 
time-varying investment opportunity set. Intetemporal asset pricing models (ICAPM) 
can remedy this theoretical defect of the capital asset pricing model. However, 
existing empirical tests based on ICAPM diverge on the signal of risk-return relation. 
What is the intertemporal asset pricing model and what about its application on 
Chinese stock market? Will the intertemporal asset pricing model reflect risk-return 
relation and give instruction for Chinese traders？ 
   Firstly, by reviewing correlative literature, this paper introduces content and forms 
of the static asset pricing models and intertemporal asset pricing models as well as 
empirical tests on them. Based on this, we conclude that divergence on the signal of 
the risk-return relation may result from the different measures on volatility of returns. 
Therefore, based on conditional capital asset pricing model of Engle, Lilien & Robins 
(1987), this paper applies different methods and models to estimate the volatility of 
stock market returns, and then investigates the intertemporal relation of risk and return 
on Chinese stock market. Our sample covers stocks that listed on Shanghai A-Share 
market from 1997 to 2008. 
   Following the traditional literatures, we estimate the risk-return tradeoff using a 
single series of the SSE (Shanghai Stock Exchange) A-Share Index. Three different 
approaches are utilized when investigating the conditional CAPM based on the market 
portfolio: GARCH-in-mean, realized volatility, and range volatility models. 
Consistent with earlier studies, with the method of realized volatility and range 
volatility model, the risk aversion estimates provide no evidence for a significant link 
between the conditional mean and volatility of excess returns on the market portfolio. 













variable in the variance equation, the GARCH-in-mean model provides evidence for a 
significant positive relationship between risk and return. 
   Different from the traditional literatures, we divide the aggregate stock market 
portfolio into ten book-to-market portfolios over the sample period of January 1997 to 
December 2008. We then estimate the dynamic covariance between book-to-market 
portfolios and market portfolio based on the mean-reverting dynamic conditional 
correlation (DCC) model of Engle (2002). By pooling the time series and cross 
section together, we find the intertemporal risk-return tradeoff is significantly 
positive. 
There is seldom direct research about the dynamic relation of risk and return on 
Chinese stock market, and this paper attempt to do that, which is one of the 
innovations. What’s more, we move away from the narrow focus on the single series 
of a market portfolio return. Instead, we enlarge our sample of observation by 
constructing ten book-to-market portfolios. And the third innovation is that we 
estimate the volatility of market excess returns by using three models, which makes 
our study comprehensive. 
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从 Sharpe(1964)[1]的传统资本资产定价模型（Capital Asset Pricing Model; 
CAPM）到 Black(1972)[2]的零 β 模型再到 Ross(1976)[3]的套利定价理论（Arbitrage 






以 Merton(1973) [6]的跨期资本资产定价模型 (Intertemporal Capital Asset 
Pricing Model; ICAPM)为开端，Campbell(1993) [7]、Engle, Lilien 和 Robins(1987) [8]、





French, Schwert 和 Stambaugh(1987) [10]、 Chou(1988) [11]、 Bollerslev, Engle
和 Wooldridge(1988) [12]、Jagannathan 和 Wang(1996)[13]、Brailsford 和 Faff(1997) [14]、 
Scruggs(1998) [15]、Ghysels, Santa-Clara 和 Valkanov(2005) [16]、Bali 和 Peng(2006) [17]、
Guo 和 Whitelaw(2006) [18]及 Bali(2008) [19]等的实证检验结果显示条件化预期收益















[21]、Tturner, Startz 和 Nelson(1989) [22]、Nelson(1991) [23]、Glosten, Jagannathan 和
Runkle(1993) [24]、Whitelaw(1994) [25]、Whitelaw(2000) [26]、Harvey(2001) [27]、Brandt
和Kang(2004) [28]及Bali 和 Engle(2008a) [29]等则发现两者关系为显著负相关；此外，
Baillie 和 DeGennaro(1990) [30]、Campbell 和 Hentchel(1992) [31]、Chan, Karolyi 和
Stulz(1992) [32]、Harrison 和 Zhang(1999) [33]、Goyal 和 Santa-Clara(2003) [34]及 
Bollerslev 和 Zhou(2006) [35]的实证检验则无法揭示两者的显著关系。 
跨期资产定价模型具体的发展和研究方向如何，它在中国股票市场是否具有



























































































,( ) ( )i f i M M fE R R E R Rβ  = + −                                   （2.1.1） 
其中， ( )iE R 为资产 i 的期望报酬率； ( )ME R 、 fR 分别表示市场期望报酬率与无
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